Introduction
In the recent years particle image velocimetry (PIV) for measurements on scaled wind turbines models was extensively used with various purposes. In particular, the use of a stereoscopic PIV set up enables to survey the wake extent at different cross-sections in order to study wake instabilities and the development of the flow in the near and the far wake of the wind turbine scaled model [1] . Moreover, this measurement technique was also useful to capture flow structures developed from the blade tip and root [2] . In the present paper, a new stereo PIV set up, purposely designed to survey the wake of scaled wind turbine models in the large wind tunnel of Politecnico di Milano (POLIMI), is described. In particular, the present set up was used to survey the three velocity components on cross-flow planes at different longitudinal locations behind a scaled wind turbine model designed and developed by Technische Universität München (TUM). The main scope of the present tests was to evaluate the capabilities of the present set up to gain rapidly high quality measurements for the characterisation of the behaviour of the flow field in the wake of the scaled wind turbine model. This result was considered very interesting for several goals. The former is to study the performance of wind farm control methodologies developed by TUM based on wake redirection. Indeed, this strategy is currently one of the most promising wind farm control methodologies which may lead to improved power capture and reduced structural loading. The current research on wake redirection is very active and covers high- lens for corr der to achiev the instrum wn in Fig. 3 eo PIV set up i btained for b he streamwis past the rotor sage region, the nacelle w e wake is ap ee Fig. 7) . 
Conclusions
A new stereo PIV set up was developed and tested at the large wind tunnel of POLIMI for the application of wake surveys on scaled wind turbine models. The set up enables to rapidly scan the entire extent of the wind turbine wake by the use of two separated traversing systems for both the laser and the cameras. The wind tunnel campaign provided high quality results that enabled to investigate the behaviour of the flow field in the wake of the scaled wind turbine useful for the evaluation of the performance of wind farm control methodologies based on wake redirection developed by TUM.
Moreover, the present experimental data base was used for the validation of CFD tools purposely developed by TUM for these studies.
